Introduction
Consider an open network of queues with n servers which have mutually independent, and i.i.d. exonential service times of rates r(1), --, r(n). Two types of customers circulate in the network: 'positive' and 'negative' customers. External arrivals to the network can either be positive customers which arrive to the ith queue according to a Poisson process of rate A(i), or negative customers which constitute a Poisson arrival process of rate A(i) to the ith queue. A customer which leaves queue i (after finishing service) heads for queue j with probability p (i, j) as a positive (or normal) customer, or as a negative customer with probability p-(i, j), or it will depart from the network with probability d(i). Let p(i,j)= p+(i,j) + p-(i,j); it is the transition probability of a Markov chain representing the movement of customers between servers. Clearly we shall have 1 p(i,j)+ d(i)= 1 for l i < n. Positive and negative customers have different roles in the network. A negative customer reduces by 1 the length of the Product-form queuing networks with negative and positive customers 657 queue to which it arrives (i.e. it 'cancels' an existing customer) or has no effect on the queue length if the queue is empty, while a positive or 'normal' customer adds I to the queue length. Thus negative customers do not require service. The queue length is constituted only by positive customers and their service is carried out in the usual manner.
The model is equivalent to the following queueing network with FCFS s Service times are exponential of rate (A(i) + r(i)) at queue i. A custome service at queue i leaves the network by itself with probability (A(i) + r(i)), or it leaves the network together with a customer from probability r(i)p-(j, i)/(A(i) + r(i)), or it joins queue j with probabilit (A (i) + r(i)). External (normal) customer arrivals occur according to a Pois rate A(i) at queue i.
The model we introduce is a new generalisation of standard [3 network models widely used in computer and communication syste modeling and in operations research, which have only 'positive' custo that it has a specific kind of product form: for the open network probability distribution of its state can be written as the product probabilities of the state of each queue. Positive customers can be c resource requests, while negative customers can correspond to deci requests for resources. Our study has been motivated by the analogy to n where each queue represents a neuron. Positive customers moving fr another represent excitation signals, while negative customers going from another represent inhibition signals. 
where the vectors used in (4) are defined as follows: Remark 1. Consider a closed network for which P = { p(i, j)}l i,jS is the transition probability matrix of an ergodic Markov chain. Then if there exists some p -(u, v) > 0, it follows that p(k) = 0 for all vectors k except for the null vector: p(0) = 1. This statement is obvious, since in the long run the network will be empty. Indeed, let K(t) = i k,(t); if there exists a p -(u, v) > 0, then P[K(t + r) < K(t)] > 0 for each z > 0, so that lim, P[K(t) = 0] = 1. As a consequence, we see that the only closed networks which are of interest are those for which either all p -(u, v) = 0, so that they reduce to standard closed Jackson networks, or those for which P is not ergodic so that positive customers may remain in one part of the network. The definition given above of QR is not intuitively satisfactory for our model, since 'departures' now result also from the arrivals of negative customers to a queue.
Unfortunately our network is not QR in the more general sense given below.
Denote by D' the set of all state transitions with destruction ofpositive customers plus departures: D' = {(k +, k), (ki+, k) for all i, j} and let QD, be the corresponding subset of the state transition rates. We shall say that a network with negative and positive customers is QR in the sense of (a), (b) iff there exist positive real numbers 2, g such that:
the difference between the total number of customers in k' and k.
Note that in (b) we take into account the fact that transitions from some state kif + to some other state k are caused by the departure of two customers, i.e. 11 k+ + -k || = 2.
We call this quasi-reversibility 'QR in the sense of (a), (b)'.
We may also choose to define quasi-reversibility by identifying all departure instants, without counting the number of departures; (a) will not change, but (b) will be replaced simply by:
which we call 'QR in the sense of (a) and (c)'.
Remark 2. The class of queueing networks with positive and negative customers is not QR in the sense of (a) and (b), or in the sense of (a) and (c).
Proof. It will suffice to show that (b) and (c) are not satisfied for the two-queue network with p+(1, 2) = p+(2, 1) = d(1) = d(2) = 0. Dividing both sides of(b) by p(k'), we have that for any k' = (k1, k2), the left-hand side of the resulting equation can be written as: x*/(1 -x*)= -(1 -y)/(l -F(q*)) <o0
because (1 -y) > 0 and 0 < F,(q*) < yi so that (1 -F,(q*))> 0, contradicting again t assumption about x. Thus H(q, x) = 0 cannot have a solution on the boundary JD f any 0 _ x < 1. Thus we have established (ii), and proved the existence, and hence the uniqueness, of the stationary solution of a hyperstable network.
